Abstract. The networks considered here consist of sets of interconnected vertices, examples of which include social networks, technological networks, and biological networks. Two important issues are to measure the extent of proximity between vertices and to identify the community structure of a network. In this paper, the proximity index between two nearest-neighboring vertices of a network is measured by a biased Brownian particle which moves on the network. This proximity index integrates both the local and the global structural information of a given network, and it is used by an agglomerative hierarchical algorithm to identify the community structure of the network. This method is applied to several artificial or real-world networks and satisfying results are attained. Finding the proximity indices for all nearest-neighboring vertex pairs needs a computational time that scales as O(N 3 ), with N being the total number of vertices in the network.
Introduction
Network models are necessary to understand the behavior of complex systems, such as a biological organism, an ecological system, a human society, or the Internet. A Network is composed of a set of vertices and a set of edges which connect these vertices. Many complex networks were constructed and studied in recent years, and the small-world and scale-free properties of real-world networks were discovered (for a review, see [1, 2, 3] ).
As far as the dynamics of networks is considered, the concept of network Brownian motion (or random walks) has aroused some interest among statistical physicists [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . For example, the diffusion constant on a small-world network was investigated in [4] ; random walks were used in [5, 6] to study network search problems and in [7, 8] to study network traffic and congestion. In [9, 10] a new approach based on Brownian motion was introduced, by which one can measure the extent of proximity between neighboring vertices of a given network and cluster vertices of this network into different communities and subcommunities.
The present work extends the basic idea of [9, 10] . Intuitively, a community of a network should consist of a subset of vertices which are more "near" to each other than to vertices not included in this subset. We give a quantitative definition of proximity measure and show how to calculate its value efficiently. This proximity measure is based on biased Brownian motion on a network. We apply this proximity measure in identifying the community structure of several networks.
Section 2 introduces a class of biased network Brownian motions and define a vertex-vertex proximity index. Section 3 outlines the clustering algorithm Netwalk and shows its performance by application on random modular networks. Section 4 applies the Netwalk algorithm to several social and biological networks. We conclude this work in section 5 together with some discussion.
Biased Brownian Motion and Proximity Index
Consider a connected network of N vertices and M edges, with a weight matrix ω. If there is no edge between vertex i and vertex j, ω ij = 0; if there is an edge in between, ω ij ≡ ω ji > 0 and its value corresponds to the interaction strength of this edge. In a social friendship network, for example, ω ij may be proportional to the frequency of contact between person i and person j. A Brownian particle moves on the network, and at each step it jumps from its present position, say i, to a nearest-neighboring position, say j. We assume that the jump probability P ij has the form
where
and c ij is the number of common nearest-neighbors of vertex i and vertex j. For γ > 0, the Brownian particle has greater probability at each vertex to jump to a nearest-neighboring vertex that shares more nearestneighbors with the original vertex. Equation (1) thus defines a biased Brownian motion, with the degree of bias being controlled by the bias exponent γ. For γ = 0, eq. (1) reduces to the unbiased Brownian motion discussed in refs. [9, 10] .
For convenience, we introduce a generalized adjacency matrix A with matrix elements
γ . In addition, we define a diagonal matrix K such that K ii = K i . The transfer matrix P in eq. (1) is then given by P = K −1 A. Suppose the Brownian particle is initially located at vertex i. The mean-firstpassage-time d ij [9] is the average number of steps the Brownian particle takes before it reaches vertex j (or return to i in the case of i = j) for the first time. This quantity is given by
It has been shown in ref. [9] that d ij is the solution of the linear equation
where B(j) is the matrix formed by replacing the j-th column of matrix P with a column of zeros. Equation (3) 
Because the determinant of K − A is zero, one cannot invert this matrix directly to find the solution of eq. (4). However, one can construct two (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrices K r and A r by removing the last rows and columns 1 of the matrices K and A [11] . This leads to
In deriving eq. (5) we have used the fact that d jj , the average returning time, is independent of network topology, with [12] . With eq. (5) one only needs to invert the matrix K r − A r to obtain the values of all quantities ∆(i, j; k). The total computation time scales as O(N 3 ). For each nearest-neighboring pair of vertices i and j with ω ij > 0, we define the proximity index
in order to quantity the extent of proximity between i and j. If two nearestneighboring vertices i and j belong to the same community, then the mean-firstpassage-time d ik from i to any another vertex k (k = i, j) will be approximately equal to that from j to k; in other words, the "coordinates" of the two vertices will be near to each other. Consequently, Λ(i, j) will be small if i and j belong to the same community and large if they belong to different communities. The proximity index eq. (6) gives a quantitative measure of vertex-vertex proximity for a network that has no metric otherwise. This proximity index is used in the Netwalk algorithm of the following section. Table 1 . Number of misclassified vertices as a function of the between-community probability p. For each value of p, 100 random networks with 128 vertices are generated. The results obtained by using unbiased (γ = 0), linearly-biased (γ = 1) and squarelybiased (γ = 2) Brownian motions are compared. 
Netwalk Algorithm
We exploit the proximity index to reveal the community structure of a network. The Netwalk algorithm works as follows:
1. Calculate the inverse of K r − A r . 2. Calculate the proximity index Λ(i, j) for all nearest-neighboring pairs based on eq. (5) and eq. (6). 3. Initially, the network has N communities, each contains a single vertex. We define the proximity index between two communities α and β as
where the summation is over all edges (i, j) that connect communities α and β, and n α,β is the total number of such edges. Merge the two communities with the lowest proximity index into a single community and then update the proximity index between this new community and all the other remaining communities that are connected to it. This merging process is continued until all the vertices are merged into a single community corresponding to the whole network. 4. Report the community structure and draw a dendrogram.
We tested the Netwalk algorithm on an ensemble of modular random networks. Each network in this ensemble has 128 vertices, 1024 edges and, hence, an average degree of 16 for each vertex. The vertices are divided into four communities or modules of size 32 each. The connection pattern of each network is random, except that each edge has a probability p to be between two different modules. For each value of p, 100 random networks have been generated and studied. The results are listed in Table 1 . The performance of Netwalk is remarkable. For example, when p = 0.4, i.e., when each vertex has on average 6.4 between-community edges and 9.6 within-community edges, only about eight vertices (6% of all vertices) are misclassified by this algorithm using linearlybiased Brownian motion.
Table 1 also suggests that, the performance of the linearly-biased Brownian motion (γ = 1 in eq. (1)) is considerably superior to those of γ = 0 and γ = 2. Indeed, we have observed that, for each generated random network, in most cases the number of misclassified vertices by using γ = 1 is less than that reported by using γ = 0 or γ = 2. Therefore, in our later applications, linearly-biased Brownian motion (γ = 1) will be used. (In general, one may also use non-integer values of γ but this has not been explored so far.)
Applications
We apply the Netwalk algorithm to several real-world networks in order to detect their community structures. In the following, we first discuss the results for two social networks and then for one biological network.
Karate club network of Zachary (1977).
The fission process of a social network was studied by Zachary in 1977 [13] . This network is composed of 34 members of a karate club, it has 77 weighted edges. It broke up into two parts because of a disagreement between the club's officer and its instructor. When applying our algorithm to this network, the two main communities identified by our algorithm are in full agreement with the actual fission pattern [13] .
Football network of Girvan and Newman (2002).
The American football network collected by Girvan and Newman [14] contains 115 vertices (football teams) and 613 unweighted edges (matches). The community structure of this network is shown in fig. 1 . Comparing the predicted pattern with the actual conference structure of these football teams, we see the following differences: (1) Conference 9 is divided into two parts by our algorithm. We have checked that there is no direct connection between the two parts of conference 9. (2) Vertex 111 is grouped into conference 11. We have checked that it has eight edges to conference 11 and only three edges to other conferences; similarly, we have checked that vertex 59 has stronger interaction with conference 9 than with any other conference. (3) Vertices in conference 12 are distributed into several conferences. We have also checked that there are very few direct interactions between the five members of this conference. Protein-protein interaction network of yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The yeast protein-protein interaction network is constructed according to experimental data [15, 16] . Each vertex of this network represents a protein, and each edge represents some physical interaction between the two involved proteins. The giant component of the reliable subset of this network contains 2406 proteins and 6117 unweighted edges (excluding self-connection) [15, 16] .
The community structure of this network as obtained via Netwalk is shown in fig. 2 , which is strikingly different from those of the two social networks as described above. On the global scale, the protein-protein interaction network cannot be divided into two or more large communities of similar size. At each proximity level, the network has one giant community and many small communities, each of these small communities containing of the order of ten proteins. As the community-community proximity index is increased, these small communities are integrated into the giant community in a hierarchical order. This hierarchical organization of small modules seems to be a universal feature of biological networks. It is unlikely to be caused by a particular clustering method. Similar hierarchical patterns are observed in metabolic networks using different clustering methods [17, 18] . We also investigated the community structure of the gene-regulation network of yeast [19] and found a similar hierarchical pattern. The construction principles underlying such hierarchical structures are still to be fully appreciated. It is plausible that such hierarchical structures contain information about the evolutionary history of the biological organisms (H. W. Peng and L. Yu, private communication).
Based on fig. 2 many communities of proteins can be obtained. To determine the best threshold value of the proximity index in dividing the network, one may calculate the network's modularity value [20] at each value of the proximity index. We found that for yeast's protein interaction network, the peak value of the modularity is 0.51, achieved by setting threshold proximity index to 1.20. We have checked that, the communities and subcommunities predicted by the Netwalk algorithm at this level of proximity index are composed of proteins that have similar cellular locations and are involved in similar biological processes.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we have discussed biased Brownian motion on networks. A quantitative measure for the degree of proximity between neighboring vertices of a network was described based on this concept of biased network Brownian motion. This proximity index integrates both the local and the global structural information of a given network. Based on this proximity measure, we have constructed a powerful algorithm, called Netwalk, of network community structure identification.
We have tested the performance of Netwalk on random modular networks and found good performance. The algorithm was then applied to two real-world social networks and to two biological networks. For the two biological networks, namely (i) the protein-protein interaction network and (ii) the inter-regulation network of transcription factors, the communities are organized in a hierarchical way. More work is needed to understand the evolutionary origin of this hierarchical organization and its biological significance.
The Netwalk algorithm includes a matrix inversion operation, and its computation time scales as O(N 3 ), where N is the total number of vertices of the network of interest. For very large networks N 10 3 , it is impractical to calculate exactly the value of the proximity index as given by eq. (6) . An approximate scheme is as follows. To calculation Λ(i, j), one may first construct a subnetwork of (say) N s = 1000 elements including vertices i, j and their nearest-neighbors, next-nearest-neighbors, etc., and all the edges between these elements. An estimate of Λ(i, j) can then be obtained by applying eqs. (5) and (6) on this subnetwork. Because of the scale-free property of many real-world networks [2] , we expect the value of the proximity index obtained by this method to be a good approximation of the exact value. If this approximate scheme is used, all the vertex-vertex proximity indices can be calculated in a computational time that scales linearly with the total number of edges.
For sparse networks of size N < 10 3 , the Netwalk algorithm is comparable in computational time and performance with the graph-theoretical Girvan-Newman algorithm [14] . The advantages of the statistical-physics based algorithm are as follows: (i) It is applicable to weighted networks. Therefore it is able to uncover some structure even for a densely connected network, provided the edges of this network have different weights. (ii) It could be easily extended to very large graphs as discussed above. (iii) The local environment of each vertex is included by the bias coefficient γ in eq. (1).
We are confident that both the vertex-vertex proximity measure and the Netwalk algorithm described in this paper will find more applications in social and biological networked systems.
